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                            METERMAN MULTIMETERS are designed to be SAFE, Reliable and rugged
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          Our Mission

        

        
          
            
            At Meterman, Our mission is to provide each individual customer with an excellent shopping experience as our clients’ satisfaction is always our main priority. We strive to continuously give you a great product at an even better price. We have managed to build a reputable online presence through our incredible customer care and commitment.
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        Amazing

      
      
        Innovative meterman tools

      
      
        Meterman has the design of full range of overload protection, along with the unique exterior design, which makes it a more remarkable new practical electric testing instrument .Our Products are  professionally designed to troubleshoot electrical problems or just for electronics training You can set them anywhere it can handle the electrician demands of a long workday.
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        Meterman is

      
      
        LOADED WITH FEATURES

      
      
        Our Mini Clamp is provided with the features of high reliability, security, auto range , and small-size. It can test the small current signal precisely, the chip itself has VFC start-up model, and there is a Specific filter circuit inside, which can filter the high frequency interference signal and ensure the accuracy of the measurement. It can be applied in the situation such as variable frequency voltage and current with VFC.
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        Convenient &

      
      
        Safe to use

      
      
        Overload protection and double insulation protection prevent electric shock and protect users from touching hazardous areas. The head of this clamp meter is equipped with premium quality material .It's easy and safe to operate with advanced features built for measuring seemingly everything. you can safely measure  currents with the clamp, so you don’t have to strip any wires and get quick and accurate results when you test both AC and DC voltage.
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          Why choose Meterman test and performance measurement equipment ?

        

        
          
            
            Meterman manufactures test and measurement tools for professionals. Meterman has the tools and expertise to meet HVAC technician, residential and commercial electricians needs. Beyond technically-advanced, precise instruments, Meterman brings you a proven track record of domain and application expertise
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        Widely Applicable &

      
      
        Anyone can get benefits

      
      
        Meterman Test and Measurement products include digital multimeters, clamp meters is an ideal tool that can be applied to colleges and universities ,smelting, telecommunications, manufacturing, oil, defense, power, foundry, circuit of power equipment inspection, and maintenance and repairs.
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      What Our Customer Speak About US

    

  

  
    
      
        
          
            
              
              
                Works great and  Easy to use, did its job as expected, and it came with a few extras things. Good value would purchase again. Highly recommended meterman.
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐


              
              
              
                Samizato
              
            

          

        
          
            
              
              
                I love this item sooooo much! I am happy I bought this meter. It works fine and the readings are accurate. I basically use it for voltage measurement. The product seems well made and easy to hold and handle.
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
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                This mini digital clamp meter  is working great for testing circuits on my car. This tool does it all and it is super well made and a real fair price and fast delivery.
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
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      Subscribe to get special offers, free giveaways, and once-in-a-lifetime deals.
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        Meterman Test and Measurement products include digital multimeters, clamp meters.

📍 223 Bedford Avenue #1084         Brooklyn, NY 11211, USA
 
📧 contact@meterman.com
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      Our Promise
      
  


    
  
  
    
      
        
          We stand by our brand and product 100% and strive for complete satisfaction. We prioritize our customers and their experiences with us responsibly.
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